wednesday 07

Times Vary

• Preconferences, Pre-Registration Required (virtual)

5:00pm–7:00pm

• Name Badge Pick-Up (Sails Pavilion Foyer, UL)

thursday 08

Times Vary

• Preconferences, Pre-Registration Required

FULL DAY PRECONFERENCES

Room 2A, UL.................................Conflict & Conflict Resolution
Room 2B, UL.................................Social Cognition
Room 2C, UL................................Self Identity
Room 2D, UL.................................Psychology of Religion
Room 2E, UL.................................Politics

MORNING PRECONFERENCES

Room 1A, UL.................................Conflict & Conflict Resolution
Room 1B, UL.................................Misinformation
Room 3, UL.................................Self Identity
Room 5A, UL.................................Personality Science
Room 5B, UL.................................Teaching of Personality
Room 7B, UL.................................Moral Psychology

AFTERNOON PRECONFERENCES

Room 1, UL.................................Attitudes
Room 1B, UL.................................Evolutionary Psychology
Room 3, UL.................................Psych Media & Technology
Room 5A, UL.................................Sexuality
Room 5B, UL.................................Computational Psychology
Room 7B, UL.................................Happiness

friday 09

7:00am–5:00pm

• Name Badge Pick-Up (Sails Pavilion Foyer, UL)

7:30am–6:00pm

• Poster Check (Sails Pavilion Foyer, UL)

7:30am–9:00am

• Poster Session B (Sails Pavilion, UL)

8:00am–10:00am

• Unconference Roundtables (Room 15AB, ML)

8:00am–5:30pm

• Exhibit Hall Open (Sails Pavilion, UL)

9:30am–10:30am

• Diversity and Climate Committee Undergraduate Mentoring Event, Pre-Registration Required (Room 17A, ML)

9:30am–10:40am

• Programming Sessions

11:00am–12:10pm

• Presidential Plenary, In-person and virtual

12:00pm–1:30pm

• Boxed Lunch Pick-Up (Sails Pavilion, UL)

12:30pm–1:30pm

• Poster Session C (Sails Pavilion, UL)

1:45pm–2:55pm

• Programming Sessions

2:45pm–3:45 pm

• Beverage Break: Exhibit Hall (Sails Pavilion, UL)

3:00pm–4:00pm

• (Non-Academic) Beyond Academia – Applied Psychology: Networking Session (Room 14A, ML)

3:15pm–4:25pm

• Programming Sessions

4:30pm–5:30pm

• Poster Session D (Sails Pavilion, UL)

5:00pm–6:00pm

• SPSP at the UN: Launch Event & Inaugural Info Session (Room 15A, ML)

5:30pm–6:30pm

• International Reception (Room 15B, ML)

• Intersectionality Working Group (Room 7B, UL)

6:00pm–7:00pm

• BECOME Kick-off/Reunion, Invitation Only (Room 17A, ML)

6:00pm–8:00pm

• Peer Advisor & Advisee Mixer, Invitation Only (Room 14A, ML)

6:30pm–7:30pm

• Diversity and Climate Reception (Ballroom 6C, UL)
customer service

The name badge pick-up and information desk are at the Sails Pavilion Foyer, located on the Upper Level of the Convention Center.

07  Wednesday  5:00PM–7:00PM
08  Thursday  7:00AM–7:00PM
09  Friday  7:00AM–5:00PM
10  Saturday  7:00AM–5:00PM

show us your flair!

Visit with exhibitors and collect all 10 buttons to decorate your lanyard.

Show your flair at the SPSP Information desk to enter to win one of (3) $100 Gift Cards!

Limited supplies of each button are available, so collect them all before they’re gone!

Online and mobile app support is available at hello@factor110.com or 405.605.5859 during the event hours.
Please note

The ground floor of the Convention Center is not pictured. The events will be held on the upper and mezzanine levels of the center.

To enter the building, please use the entrance located on West Harbor Drive labeled Exhibit Hall B1.
What is an Ombuds?

An Ombuds is a person trained in conflict resolution who is independent of SPSP and has no other role in the Society. A safe, off the record resource for meeting attendees to help resolve conflicts, problematic issues or concerns.

Why would I call the Ombuds?

To obtain advice and consultation regarding any concerns relating to fairness, equity, respect, or harassment that may arise during the convention. The ombuds is available to listen to any concerns you may have regarding unwelcome behavior, including incidents and allegations of harassment.

How can I Contact the Ombuds?

During their office hours February 7-10, 2024 via phone or email through February 24, 2024. Email ombuds@spsp.org or call 949.293.7515.

- 9:00am–12:00pm PST
- 2:00pm–4:00pm PST
- 6:30pm–8:30pm PST

Who will be providing the Ombuds services?

Kathleen H. Canul is an ombudsperson and mediator currently serving several organizations as an annual meeting and organizational ombudsperson.

Kathleen earned both a Ph.D. and M.S. in Clinical Psychology from Washington State University and a B.A. in Psychology from the University of California, Irvine. She is a certified mediator and a member of the International Ombudsman Association (IOA).
New and Upcoming from Guilford

Introduction to Social Cognition
The Essential Questions and Ideas
Gordon B. Moskowitz, PhD
“Moskowitz has done a masterful job of distilling the most important topics in social cognition research into clear questions and propositions.”
—Jeffrey W. Sherman, PhD
May 2024, 7” x 10” Paperback, 564 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-5454-6, $75.00
Free For Adoption Consideration
www.guilford.com/p/moskowitz3

Handbook of Emotion Regulation
THIRD EDITION
Edited by James J. Gross, PhD
Brett Q. Ford, PhD
“A superbly edited reference. It’s a perfect resource for anyone interested in exciting developments, pressing questions, and opportunities for powerful interventions.”
—Lisa Feldman Barrett, PhD
2024, 7” x 10” Paperback, 606 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4941-2, $65.00
Global Certified Accessible ePub
www.guilford.com/accessibility

Machine Learning for Social and Behavioral Research
Ross Jacobucci, PhD
Kevin J. Grimm, PhD
Zhiyong Zhang, PhD
“This ambitious book takes the reader on an in-depth tour of machine learning methods. It should be required reading for the new generation of psychology graduate students who are interested in more advanced quantitative methods.”
—James W. Pennebaker, PhD
2023, 7” x 10” Paperback, 416 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-5292-4, $62.00

The Psychology of Prejudice, THIRD EDITION
Todd D. Nelson, PhD
Michael A. Olson, PhD
“This book is a perfect companion for all students of prejudice, regardless of their career stage.”
—Keith B. Maddox, PhD
2023, 7” x 10” Paperback, 472 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-5323-5, $69.00
Free For Adoption Consideration
www.guilford.com/p/nelson3

The Self Explained
Why and How We Become Who We Are
Roy F. Baumeister, PhD
“Baumeister is the world’s leading expert on the self….This masterful, comprehensive volume will guide the future scientific study of the self, and will be wonderful for use in undergraduate or graduate seminars.”
—C. Nathan DeWall, PhD
2023, 6” x 9” Paperback (© 2022), 420 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-5379-2, $45.00
Global Certified Accessible ePub
www.guilford.com/accessibility

Bayesian Statistics for the Social Sciences
SECOND EDITION
David Kaplan, PhD
“This book has all the essential components to help readers, especially quantitative researchers in social sciences, understand and conduct Bayesian modeling. The second edition includes new material on recent Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, such as Hamiltonian MC, in addition to a range of other updates.”
—Insu Paek, PhD
2023, 7” x 10” Hardcover, 250 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-5354-9, $69.00

Visit www.guilford.com to discover more books on social & personality psychology and research methods.
Society of Southeastern Social Psychologists

Join us next fall for the SSSP 2024 Conference!
November 2, 2024
Memphis, Tennessee

More information:
meetings@spsp.org

KEY DATES TO REMEMBER 2024

FEB 8 - APR 20
AWARD AND FELLOW NOMINATIONS

AUG 15 - SEPT 12
SOCIETY ELECTIONS

OCT 17 - NOV 15
CALL FOR COMMITTEE VOLUNTEERS

WWW.SPSP.ORG

Character & Context

THE SCIENCE OF WHO WE ARE AND HOW WE RELATE

EDITOR: JENNIFER CROCKER

Have you read Character and Context, the SPSP blog, recently? There's new content published three times per week (except holidays) and more than 150 posts in 2023 alone! Join SPSP members who use Character and Context to keep up with new research, enliven courses, and share the discoveries of social and personality psychology with the public.

exhibitors

SPSP 25th Annual Convention
February 20-22, Denver

June 13 // July 11
Podium Program Submissions

June 13 // September 12
Poster and Roundtable Unconference Program Submissions

August 15 // September 12
Registration Stipend Applications

September 5 // October 17
Preconference Program Submissions

October 10
Registration and Housing Open

#SPSP2024
WIFI: SPSP2024
PASSWORD: sand
Join Connect now for
30 days with no fees +
$50 toward your first study

Stop by booth 18 for donuts and data quality!

cloudresearch.com